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SOBOLEV-TYPE INEQUALITIES FOR DUNKL OPERATORS
ANDREI VELICU
Abstract. In this paper we study the Sobolev inequality in the Dunkl setting using two
new approaches which provide a simpler elementary proof of the classical case p “ 2, as
well as an extension to the coefficient p “ 1 that was previously unknown. We also find
estimates of the sharp constants for the Sobolev inequality for Dunkl gradient. Related
inequalities and some improvements are also considered (Nash inequality, Besov space
embeddings).
1. Introduction
The classical Sobolev inequality states that
(1.1) ‖f‖q ď C ‖∇f‖p @f P C8c pRN q
where 1 ď p ă N and q “ Np
N´p . This is a fundamental result in analysis and it has been
widely studied in a variety of contexts, see e.g. the classical references [17], [21].
We will be concerned with this inequality (and related inequalities) in the context of
Dunkl theory. The general approach to inequality (1.1) is to represent f as an integral
expression involving ∇f . In the Dunkl setting, this type of representation is given by the
Riesz transform and Riesz potential, and indeed the Sobolev inequality for 1 ă p ă N ` 2γ
was obtaind as a corollary of this theory in [1] (see also [12]).
Combining our results with the existing results of [1], we have obtained the Sobolev
inequality for Dunkl operators in full generality. That is, we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 1.1. (Sobolev inequality) Let 1 ď p ă N`2γ and q “ ppN`2γq
N`2γ´p . Then there exists
a constant C ą 0 such that we have the inequality
‖f‖q ď C ‖∇kf‖p @f P C8c pRN q.
In this paper we explore different approaches that provide simpler proofs, or which im-
prove on the existing results. We will first prove the Nash inequality in the Dunkl setting
and use this to obtain an elementary proof of the Sobolev inequality in the classical case
p “ 2. Nash’s inequality is another important result in analysis and it was first proved in
[18] where it was used in the study of parabolic and elliptic equations. Nash’s inequality can
be seen as a weaker version of the Sobolev inequality as it can be deduced from the latter
using only Ho¨lder’s inequality, but the two are in fact equivalent. We will prove this in our
context using a nice elementary result of [4].
Using a different approach, based on a pseudo-Poincare´ inequality and a method of
Ledoux [14], we will prove a more general Besov space result. This implies in particu-
lar the Sobolev inequality in the case 1 ď p ď 2 (the limitation 1 ď p ď 2 comes from the
pseudo-Poincare´ inequality). Note that this includes the case p “ 1 which was not known
before. A Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality is also obtained.
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Finally, we consider the problem of estimating the best constant in the Sobolev inequality.
In the classical case (inequality (1.1)), this amounts to finding the supremum
C “ sup
fPC1c pR
N q
‖f‖q
‖∇f‖p
,
and the question was answered in [23] and [3]. In the paper of Talenti, it was shown that
replacing f by its symmetric decreasing rearrangement f˚ increases the fraction in the
definition of C, so it is enough to consider the supremum over radial functions. This was
done using using the Po´lya-Szego˝ inequality
(1.2) ‖∇f˚‖p ď ‖∇f‖p .
which holds for all p ą 1. This simplifies the problem to that of maximising a functional
over a space of functions defined on the real positive half-line.
Throughout this paper we use a simple but very useful result based on the carre´-du-
champ operator which provides a link between the L2 norms of the usual gradient ∇f , and
the Dunkl gradient ∇kf . Namely, we have
‖∇f‖2 ď ‖∇kf‖2 .
This is particularly useful in the present paper in estimating the best constant in the Dunkl
Sobolev inequality by linking it to its weighted counterpart involving only the usual gradient.
We deal with this question in Section 6. First we prove an isoperimetric inequality for
the weighted Dunkl measure µk, and using this we can appeal to a general result of Talenti
[24], who proves a weighted version of the Po´lya-Szego˝ inequality. This provides us with a
weighted rearrangement inequality that holds for usual gradient ∇f , on Weyl chambers. In
particular, we find precise best constant for the weighted Sobolev inequality in this classical
case. We will then connect this inequality to Dunkl operators by exploiting properties of
Dirichlet forms, as discussed above.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present a brief introduction to the
classical theory of Dunkl operators. Section 3 introduces the carre´-du-champ operator and
we also prove some related results that will be very important in all subsequent proofs. In
section 4 we prove Nash’s inequality and then deduce the Sobolev inequality in case p “ 2. In
Section 5 we prove the pseudo-Poincare´ inequality and the Besov space inequality. Finally,
in Section 6 we prove the isoperimetric inequality and the rearrangement inequality, and find
exact best constants for the weighted Sobolev inequality for usual partial derivatives. This
is then used to deduce important results about best constants for the Sobolev inequality in
the Dunkl setting.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we will present a very quick introduction to Dunkl operators. For more
details see [13] for the general theory of root systems, and the survey papers [20] and [2] for
an overview of Dunkl theory.
A root system is a finite set R Ă RNzt0u such that R X αR “ t´α, αu and σαpRq “ R
for all α P R. Here σα is the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to the root α, i.e.,
σαx “ x´ 2 xα, xyxα, αyα.
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The group generated by all the reflections σα for α P R is a finite group, and we denote it
by G.
Let E be the set of all functions ǫ : R` Ñ t´1, 1u, and for each ǫ P E let
R
N
ǫ “ tx P RN : sgnpxα, xyq “ ǫpαq for all α P R`u.
The Weyl chambers associated to the root system R are the connected components of
RNztx P RN : xα, xy “ 0 for some α P Ru. Weyl chambers are all of the form RNǫ for some
ǫ P E; equivalently, if RNǫ ‰ t0u, then RNǫ is a Weyl chamber. It can be checked that the
reflection group G acts simply transitively on the set of Weyl chambers so, in particular,
the number of Weyl chambers equals the order of the group, |G|.
Let k : R Ñ r0,8q be a G-invariant function, i.e., kpαq “ kpgαq for all g P G and all
α P R. We will normally write kα “ kpαq as these will be the coefficients in our Dunkl
operators. We can write the root system R as a disjoint union R “ R` Y p´R`q, and we
call R` a positive subsystem; this decomposition is not unique, but the particular choice
of positive subsystem does not make a difference in the definitions below because of the
G-invariance of the coefficients k.
From now on we fix a root system in RN with positive subsystem R`. We also assume
without loss of generality that |α|2 “ 2 for all α P R. For i “ 1, . . . , N we define the Dunkl
operator on C1pRN q by
Tifpxq “ Bifpxq `
ÿ
αPR`
kααi
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy .
We will denote by ∇k “ pT1, . . . , TNq the Dunkl gradient, and ∆k “
Nÿ
i“1
T 2i will denote the
Dunkl laplacian. Note that for k “ 0 Dunkl operators reduce to partial derivatives, and
∇0 “ ∇ and ∆0 “ ∆ are the usual gradient and laplacian.
We can express the Dunkl laplacian in terms of the usual gradient and laplacian using
the following formula:
(2.1) ∆kfpxq “ ∆fpxq ` 2
ÿ
αPR`
kα
„ x∇fpxq, αy
xα, xy ´
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy2

.
The weight function naturally associated to Dunkl operators is
wkpxq “
ź
αPR`
|xα, xy|2kα .
This is a homogeneous function of degree
γ :“
ÿ
αPR`
kα.
We will work in spaces Lppµkq, where dµk “ wkpxqdx is the weighted measure; the norm
of these spaces will be written simply ‖¨‖p. With respect to this weighted measure we have
the integration by parts formulaż
RN
Tipfqg dµk “ ´
ż
RN
fTipgqdµk.
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The Macdonald-Mehta integral associated to the root system R is defined as
Mk “
ż
RN
e´|x|
2{2 dµkpxq.
Macdonald conjectured in [16] that
(2.2) Mk “ p2πqN{2
ź
αPR`
Γp2kα ` 1q
Γpkα ` 1q .
He also proved the result for infinite classes of root systems. Later, Opdam proved in [19]
the result in general for all crystallographic root systems. Finally, a proof in full generality
was given by Etingof in [11].
An important function associated with Dunkl operators is the Dunkl kernel Ekpx, yq,
defined on CN ˆ CN , which acts as a generalisation of the exponential and is defined, for
fixed y P CN , as the unique solution Y “ Ekp¨, yq of the equations
TiY “ yiY, i “ 1, . . .N,
which is real analytic on RN and satisfies Y p0q “ 1. Another definition of the Dunkl
exponential can be given in terms of the intertwining operator Vk which connects Dunkl
operators to usual derivatives via the relation
TiVk “ VkBi.
The Dunkl exponential can then be equivalently defined as
Ekpx, yq “ Vk
´
ex¨,yy
¯
pxq.
The following growth estimates on Ek are known: for all x P RN , y P CN and all β P ZN`
we have
|BβyEkpx, yq| ď |x||β|max
gPG
eRexgx,yy.
It is then possible to define a Dunkl transform on L1pµkq by
Dkpfqpξq “ 1
Mk
ż
RN
fpxqEkp´iξ, xqdµkpxq, for all ξ P RN ,
where Mk is the Macdonald-Mehta integral. The Dunkl transform extends to an isometric
isomorphism of L2pµkq; in particular, the Plancherel formula holds. When k “ 0 the Dunkl
transform reduces to the Fourier transform.
The Dunkl heat kernel is defined as
htpx, yq “ 1
Mkp2tqγ`N{2 e
´p|x|2`|y|2q{4tEk
ˆ
x?
2t
,
y?
2t
˙
,
for t ą 0 and x, y P RN , and it satisfies the bounds
0 ă htpx, yq ď 1p2tqγ`N{2Mk maxgPG e
´|gx´y|2{4t,(2.3)
for all x, y P RN .
The heat semigroup is defined for uniformly continuous f : RN Ñ R and t ě 0 by
et∆kfpxq “
$&
%
ż
RN
htpx, yqfpyqwkpyqdy, if t ą 0,
fpxq, if t “ 0.
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3. The carre´-du-champ operator
A key ingredient in our proofs below will be the carre´-du-champ operator. This is defined
as
Γpfq “ 1
2
p∆kpf2q ´ 2f∆kfq.
The following Lemma gives an expression of this operator.
Lemma 3.1. We have
∆kpf2q “ 2f∆kf ` 2|∇f |2 ` 2
ÿ
αPR`
kα
ˆ
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy
˙2
.
In particular, we obtain the following expression for the carre´-du-champ operator
Γpfq “ |∇f |2 `
ÿ
αPR`
kα
ˆ
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy
˙2
.
Proof. Using (2.1), we have
∆kpf2q “ ∆pf2q ` 2
ÿ
αPR`
kα
ˆx∇pf2q, αy
xα, xy ´
f2pxq ´ f2pσαxq
xα, xy2
˙
“ 2f∆f ` 2|∇f |2 ` 4fpxq
ÿ
αPR`
kα
ˆx∇f, αy
xα, xy ´
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy2
˙
` 2
ÿ
αPR`
kα
ˆ
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy
˙2
“ 2f∆kf ` 2|∇f |2 ` 2
ÿ
αPR`
kα
ˆ
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy
˙2
.
The expression for Γpfq then follows immediately from this and the definition. 
In the Euclidean case, as well as on Riemannian manifolds with Laplace-Beltrami op-
erator, we have Γpfq “ |∇f |2. The same is not true in the Dunkl case; however, using
integration by parts, we can compute the Dirichlet form to obtainż
RN
Γpfqdµk “
ż
RN
|∇kf |2 dµk.
This, together with Lemma 3.1, give the following useful relation.
Lemma 3.2. For all f P C10 pRN q we haveż
RN
|∇kf |2 dµk ě
ż
RN
|∇f |2 dµk.
A similar very useful result that was already used in the proof of Sobolev inequality is
the following.
Lemma 3.3. For all f P C10 pRN q we haveż
RN
|∇k|f ||2 dµk ď
ż
RN
|∇kf |2 dµk.
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Proof. We note that p|fpxq| ´ |fpσαxq|q2 ď pfpxq ´ fpσαxqq2 holds for all x P RN and all
α P R. Since also |∇|f || “ |∇f |, then from Lemma 3.1 we have
Γp|f |q ď Γpfq.
Using Dirichlet forms as above, the conclusion follows. 
We also have the following pointwise estimate of the carre´-du-champ operator in terms
of the Dunkl gradient.
Proposition 3.4. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that the following inequality holds
for all functions f for which all terms below are well-defined
Γpfq ě C|∇kf |2.
Proof. For i “ 1, . . . , N , let
Difpxq “
ÿ
αPR`
αikα
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy ,
so
Tifpxq “ Bifpxq `Difpxq.
From Lemma 3.1, we have (recall that |α|2 “ 2)
Γpfqpxq “
Nÿ
i“1
¨
˝|Bifpxq|2 ` 1
2
ÿ
αPR`
α2i kα
ˆ
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy
˙2˛‚.
We will estimate the α-sum first. Take C˜ :“ minαPR` 12kα . Here we use the convention that
if kα “ 0, then 1kα “ 8. Since k does not vanish identically and R` is a finite set, then C˜
is well-defined and finite. We then have
1
2
ÿ
αPR`
α2i kα
ˆ
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy
˙2
ě C˜
ÿ
αPR`
α2i k
2
α
ˆ
fpxq ´ fpσαxq
xα, xy
˙2
ě C˜a|R`| pDifpxqq2.
Going back to the carre´-du-champ operator, we now have
(3.1) Γpfqpxq ě
Nÿ
i“1
˜
|Bifpxq|2 ` C˜a|R`| pDifpxqq2
¸
.
The following inequality holds for all x, y P R and all c ą 0
(3.2) x2 ` cy2 ě c
c` 1 px` yq
2.
Indeed, by rearranging the terms, this is equivalent to
px´ cyq2 ě 0.
Using this inequality separately for each i “ 1, . . . , N , from inequality (3.1) above we
obtain that
Γpfqpxq ě C
Nÿ
i“1
pBifpxq `Difpxqq2 “ C|∇kfpxq|2,
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where C “ C˜{
?
|R`|
1`C˜{
?
|R`|
is the constant obtained from inequality (3.2). 
4. Nash’s inequality
In this section we will prove the Nash inequality using an elementary method that exploits
the Dunkl transform and its rich theory. Using a nice method of [4] we can prove that this
in turn implies the Sobolev inequality.
Proposition 4.1 (Nash inequality). There exists a constant C ą 0 that depends on N and
k such that the following inequality holds for all f P L1pµkq such that ∇kf P L2pµkq:
‖f‖
1`2{p2γ`Nq
L2pµkq
ď C ‖∇kpfq‖L2pµkq ‖f‖
2{p2γ`Nq
L1pµkq
.
Proof. Fix an R ą 0 and let BR be the ball in RN of radius R and centred at the origin.
We have ż
RN zBR
|Dkpfqpξq|2 dµk ď
ż
RN zBR
|ξ|2
R2
|Dkpfqpξq|2 dµk
ď 1
R2
ż
RN
|ξ|2|Dkpfqpξq|2 dµk.
Using the property that
DkpTjfqpξq “ iξjDkpfqpξq
for any j “ 1, . . . , N , then the right hand side of the above double inequality becomes
1
R2
ż
RN
|Dkp∇kfq|2 dµk “ 1
R2
ż
RN
|∇kpfq|2 dµk,
where we used Parseval’s theorem.
On the other hand, looking at the integral on BR, we haveż
BR
|Dkpfqpξq|2 dµk “ 1
M2k
ż
BR
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
RN
fpxqEkp´iξ, xqdµkpxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
dµkpξq
ď 1
M2k
ż
BR
ˆż
RN
|fpxqEkp´iξ, xq| dµkpxq
˙2
dµkpξq
ď 1
M2k
ż
BR
ˆż
|fpxq| dµkpxq
˙2
dµkpξq
“ 1
M2k
µkpBRq ‖f‖2L1pµkq .
Here we used the bounds |Ekp´iξ, xq| ď 1 of the Dunkl exponential.
Using the homogeneity of the Dunkl weight, we can compute using spherical coordinates
µkpBRq “
ż
BR
dµkpxq “
ż
SN´1
ż R
0
rN`2γ´1wkpθqdr dσpθq “ ppB1q
N ` 2γR
N`2γ ,
where ppB1q “
ż
SN´1
wkpθqdθ (we come back to this constant in section 6).
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Putting the above together and using Parseval’s theorem, we have obtainedż
RN
|fpxq|2 dµkpxq “
ż
RN
|Dkpfqpξq|2 dµkpξq
ď 1
R2
ż
RN
|∇kpfq|2 dµk ` ppB1q
M2k pN ` 2γq
RN`2γ ‖f‖
2
L1pµkq
The right hand side is optimised for
R “
˜
2M2k ‖∇kpfq‖2L2pµkq
ppB1q ‖f‖2L1pµkq
¸1{pN`2γ`2q
and upon substituting this above and raising everything to the power 2γ`N`2
2p2γ`Nq , we obtain
finally
‖f‖
1`2{p2γ`Nq
L2pµkq
ď C ‖∇kpfq‖L2pµkq ‖f‖
2{p2γ`Nq
L1pµkq
,
for a constant C which can be computed explicitly from the above. 
We can now deduce a Sobolev inequality using the elementary argument from [4].
Theorem 4.2 (Sobolev inequality). Suppose N ` 2γ ą 2. Then there exists a constant
C ą 0 such that for all f P C8c pRN q we have the inequality
‖f‖Lqpµkq ď C ‖∇kf‖L2pµkq ,
where q “ 2pN`2γq
N`2γ´2 .
As announced above, we will prove that the Sobolev inequality follows from the Nash
inequality. Before giving the proof, we note that the opposite implication also holds. Indeed,
this follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality ‖FG‖L1pµkq ď ‖F‖LP pµkq ‖G‖LQpµkq by applying it to
F “ f2θ, G “ f2p1´θq, with a suitable choice of θ P p0, 1q and P,Q conjugate. We obtainż
RN
f2 dµk ď
ˆż
RN
f2Pθ dµk
˙1{P ˆż
RN
f2p1´θqQ dµk
˙1{Q
.
Since we need L1 and L2pN`2γq{pN`2γ´2q norms on the right hand side, we let
2θP “ 1 and 2p1´ θqQ “ 2pN ` 2γq
N ` 2γ ´ 2 .
These equations, together with 1
P
` 1
Q
“ 1, have a unique solution. Making the substitution
and using the Sobolev inequality, the Nash inequality follows.
Proof. Fix first a smooth function f ě 0 of compact support. Let
fjpxq “
$’&
’%
0, for fpxq ă 2j
fpxq ´ 2j, for 2j ď fpxq ď 2j`1
2j, for fpxq ą 2j`1
for any j P Z. Then fj P L1pRN q and ∇kf P L2pµkq, so we can apply the Nash inequality
obtained above to getˆż
RN
f2j dµk
˙1`2{p2γ`Nq
ď C2
ż
SjzSj`1
|∇kf |2 dµk ¨
ˆż
RN
fj dµk
˙4{p2γ`Nq
,(4.1)
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where Sj “ f´1pr2j ,8qq. Using the definition of fj , we also see thatż
RN
f2j dµk ě 22jµkpSj`1q,(4.2)
and ż
RN
fj dµk ď 2jµkpSjq.(4.3)
Let q “ 2pN`2γq
N`2γ´2 , so we want to estimate ‖f‖Lqpµkq. We haveż
RN
f q dµk “
ÿ
jPZ
ż
SjzSj`1
f q dµk
ď
ÿ
jPZ
2qpj`1qpµkpSjq ´ µkpSj`1qq “ p2q ´ 1q
ÿ
jPZ
2qjµkpSjq.
This suggests introducing the notation aj “ 2qjµkpSjq and bj “
ż
SjzSj`1
|∇kf |2 dµk. In
light of the above, now we need to estimate
ÿ
jPZ
aj .
Using the bounds (4.2) and (4.3) into the inequality (4.1), we obtain after some manip-
ulation
aj`1 ď 2qC2pbpja4{pN`2γ`2qj ,
where p “ N`2γ
N`2γ`2 . Summing up over all j P Z and noting that 2N`2γ`2 “ 1 ´ p, we can
apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to obtainÿ
jPZ
aj “
ÿ
jPZ
aj`1 ď 2qC2p
ÿ
jPZ
b
p
ja
4{pN`2γ`2q
j
ď 2qC2p
˜ÿ
jPZ
bj
¸p˜ÿ
jPZ
a2j
¸1´p
ď 2qC2p
˜ÿ
jPZ
bj
¸p˜ÿ
jPZ
aj
¸2p1´pq
.
Thus, we have
‖f‖qq ď p2q ´ 1q
ÿ
jPZ
aj ď 2q{p2p´1qp2q ´ 1qC2p{p2p´1q
˜ÿ
jPZ
bj
¸p{p2p´1q
.
But clearly
ÿ
jPZ
bj ď
ż
RN
|∇kf |2 dµk, and since p2p´1 “ q2 , we obtain
‖f‖Lqpµkq ď 21{p2p´1qp2q ´ 1q1{qC ‖∇kf‖L2pµkq ,
as required.
If f is not non-negative, then applying the above result to the non-negative function |f |
and using Lemma 3.3, we have
‖f‖q ď C˜ ‖∇k|f |‖2 ď C˜ ‖∇kf‖2 .
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This completes the proof. 
5. Pseudo-Poincare´ inequality
In this section we will prove a sharper Sobolev-type inequality, involving Besov spaces.
Besov spaces Bspq are generalisations of the classical Sobolev spaces; for example, we have
Bs2,2 “ Hs for any s ą 0. They can be characterised by many equivalent definitions which
are all rather technical; see [25] for more information. Here, we will be concerned only with
the spaces Bs8,8, for s ă 0, which admit a simpler definition in terms of the heat semigroup.
From now on we will work only in the Dunkl setting and in order to simplify notation, we
will also use Bs8,8 to denote the corresponding Dunkl-Besov space. Recall that Pt “ et∆k
is the heat semigroup. For any s ă 0, we define the Dunkl-Besov space Bs8,8 as the space
of all tempered distributions f P S 1pRN q for which the norm
‖f‖Bs8,8 :“ suptą0 t
´s{2 ‖Ptf‖8
is finite. The aim of this section is to prove the following improved Sobolev inequality.
Theorem 5.1. Let 1 ď p ă q ă 8. For any f such that ‖∇kf‖p ă 8 we have the inequality
‖f‖q ď C ‖∇kf‖p{qp ‖f‖1´p{qBp{pp´qq8,8 ,
where C ą 0 is a constant.
This inequality, in the classical case of simple derivatives, was first proved in [8] using
wavelets. A simplified proof was given by Ledoux in [14]. Similar inequalities were also
studied in [7] and [5]. Here we will follow Ledoux’s method that makes use of the known
bounds on the Dunkl heat kernel.
The essential ingredient in this proof is the following pseudo-Poincare´ inequality.
Proposition 5.2. For any 1 ď p ď 2, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for all f we
have
‖f ´ Ptf‖p ď C
?
t ‖∇kf‖p .
This type of inequality is interesting in its own right as it has proven to be a useful tool
for proving Sobolev inequalities in particularly difficult geometric settings. It can be stated
more generally as
‖f ´Arf‖p ď Cr ‖∇f‖p ,
where Ar is some sort of averaging operator. See [21] and [22] (and references therein) for
more details, as well as some historical remarks.
Before we start proving the pseudo-Poincare´ inequality, we need the following two lemmas.
The first of these concerns gradient bounds, while the second one provides a Poincare´-type
inequality for the semigroup Pt.
Lemma 5.3. The following inequality holds
|∇kPtf | ď CPtp|∇kf |q
for a constant C ą 0.
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Proof. We first note that since the Dunkl operators commute, then ∇k and Pt also commute.
Then, using the inequality
ř
i a
2
i ď p
ř
i aiq2 which holds for nonnegative real numbers ai,
and then Cauchy-Schwarz, we obtain
|∇kPtf |pxq “ |Pt∇kf |pxq “
˜
Nÿ
i“1
ˆż
RN
Tifpyqhtpx, yqdµkpyq
˙2¸1{2
ď
Nÿ
i“1
ż
RN
|Tifpyq|htpx, yqdµkpyq
ď
?
N
ż
RN
|∇kfpyq|htpx, yqdµkpyq
“
?
NPtp|∇kf |qpxq,
as required. 
Lemma 5.4. The following inequality holds
Ptpf2q ´ pPtfq2 ě Ct|∇kPtf |2,
for a constant C ą 0.
Proof. We note that
Ptpf2q ´ pPtfq2 “
ż t
0
d
ds
pPsppPt´sfq2qqds
“
ż t
0
Ps
`
∆kppPt´sfq2q ´ 2Pt´sf∆kpPt´sfq
˘
ds
“ 2
ż t
0
Ps pΓpPt´sfqqds.
Using first Proposition 3.4, and then Cauchy-Schwarz, this becomes
Ptpf2q ´ pPtfq2 ě 2C
ż t
0
Psp|∇kPt´sf |2qds
ě 2C
ż t
0
pPsp|∇kPt´sf |qq2 ds.
Finally, using Lemma 5.3, we obtain
Ptpf2q ´ pPtfq2 ě 2C?
N
ż t
0
|∇kPtf |2 ds
“ 2C?
N
t|∇kPtf |2.

We can now prove the pseudo-Poincare´ inequality.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We note that
Ptf ´ f “
ż t
0
d
ds
pPsfqds “
ż t
0
∆kPsf ds.
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Fix a smooth function g such that ‖g‖p˚ ď 1, where 1p ` 1p˚ “ 1. Thenż
RN
gpf ´ Ptfqdµk “
ż
RN
pg ´ Ptgqf dµk
“ ´
ż t
0
ż
RN
f∆kPsg dµk ds
“
ż t
0
ż
RN
∇kf ¨∇kPsg dµk ds
ď ‖∇kf‖p
ż t
0
‖∇kPsg‖p˚ ds.
From Lemma 5.4 we have
Pspg2q ě Pspg2q ´ pPsgq2 ě Ct|∇kPsg|2.
Since p˚ ě 2, then the function | ¨ |p˚{2 is convex and so, using Jensen’s inequality,ż
RN
|∇kPsg|p
˚
dµk ď pCsq´p
˚{2
ż
RN
Pspg2qp
˚{2 dµk ď pCsq´p
˚{2
ż
RN
Psp|g|p
˚qdµk,
and thus
‖∇kPsg‖p˚ ď
1?
Cs
∥
∥
∥Psp|g|p˚q
∥
∥
∥
1{p˚
1
ď 1?
Cs
‖g‖p˚ ď
1?
Cs
.
Here we used the fact that Pt is a contraction on L
1pµkq. Thereforeż
RN
gpf ´ Ptfqdµk ď C
?
t ‖∇kf‖p .
Since g was arbitrary, this shows that
‖f ´ Ptf‖p ď C
?
t ‖∇kf‖p ,
as required. 
We are now in a position to give a proof of the improved Sobolev inequality.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof goes in three steps: the first step is proving a weak form
of the inequality, the second step is proving the inequality for f that satisfies the additional
assumption f P Lq, and finally, in the last step, we remove the assumption f P Lq from the
previous step.
Step 1. In this step we establish the weak inequality
‖f‖q,w ď C ‖∇kf‖θp ‖f‖1´θBθ{pθ´1q8,8 ,(5.1)
where θ “ p
q
P p0, 1q, and the weak Lq norm is defined by
‖f‖qq,w :“ sup
tą0
tqµk pt|fpxq| ą tuq .
By homogeneity, we can assume that ‖f‖
B
θ{pθ´1q
8,8
ď 1, i.e.,
(5.2) |Ptf | ď tθ{2pθ´1q for all t ą 0.
For every t ą 0, let st “ t2pθ´1q{θ, so, by (5.2), we have |Pstf | ď t.
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If |f | ě 2t, then |f ´ Pstf | ě |f | ´ |Pstf | ě t, so
(5.3) µk pt|fpxq| ě 2tuq ď µk p|f ´ Pstf | ě tq ď t´p
ż
RN
|f ´ Pstf |p dµk.
Using the pseudo-Poincare´ inequality from Proposition 5.2, this implies that
(5.4) tqµk pt|fpxq| ě 2tuq ď Ctq´psp{2t ‖∇kf‖pp .
But from the choice of st, and because θ “ pq , we have tq´ps
p{2
t “ 1, so taking infimum over
t ą 0, by the definition of the weak Lq norm, we finally obtain (5.1).
Step 2. Here we will impose the additional assumption f P Lq. As before, we can assume
by homogeneity that ‖f‖
B
θ{pθ´1q
8,8
“ 1, so we need to prove that
(5.5)
ż
RN
|f |q dµk ď C
ż
RN
|∇kf |p dµk.
Keeping with the notation above, for any t ą 0 we let st “ t2pθ´1q{θ and so |Pstf | ď t.
Using the cake layer representation theorem (see [15, Theorem 1.13]) we have
(5.6)
ż
RN
|f |q dµk “ 5q
ż 8
0
µk
´
|f | ě 5t
¯
dptqq.
Fix a constant c ě 4. Define the function
f˜t “ pf ´ tq` ^ pctq ` pf ` tq´ _ p´ctq.
If |fpxq| ě 5t, then either |f˜pxq| “ |fpxq| ´ t, or |f˜ | “ ct. It then follows that (recall that
we required c ě 4)
t|f | ě 5tu Ă t|f˜ | ě 4tu,
and thus ż 8
0
µk
´
|f | ě 5t
¯
dptqq ď
ż 8
0
µk
´
|f˜ | ě 4t
¯
dptqq.(5.7)
The triangle inequality implies that
|f˜ | ď |f˜ ´ Pst f˜ | ` |Pstpf˜ ´ fq| ` |Pstf |
ď |f˜ ´ Pst f˜ | ` Pstp|f˜ ´ f |q ` t,
where we used the convexity of the modulus function and the fact that |Pstf | ď t. It follows
that
t|f˜ | ě 4tu Ă t|f˜ ´ Pst f˜ | ě tu Y tPstp|f˜ ´ f |q ě 2tu.
Hence
(5.8)
ż 8
0
µk
´
|f˜ | ě 4t
¯
dptqq ď
ż 8
0
µk
´
|f˜ ´ Pst f˜ | ě t
¯
dptqq
`
ż 8
0
µk
´
Pstp|f˜ ´ f |q ě 2t
¯
dptqq.
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We will estimate the two terms appearing on the right hand side of this inequality separately.
Firstly,
µk
´
|f˜ ´ Pst f˜ | ě t
¯
ď
ż
RN
|f˜ ´ Pst f˜ |p
tp
dµk
ď Ct´psp{2t
ż
RN
|∇kf˜ |p dµk,
where in the second line we used the pseudo-Poincare´ inequality from Proposition 5.2. We
note that by the construction of f˜ we have that ∇kf˜ “ ∇kf on t ď |f | ď pc ` 1qt, and
∇kf˜ “ 0 otherwise. Consequently,ż 8
0
µk
´
|f˜ ´ Pst f˜ | ě t
¯
dptqq ď C
ż 8
0
t´q
ż
RN
1ttď|f |ďpc`1qtu|∇kf |p dµk dptqq
“ Cq
ż
RN
|∇kf |p
ż |f |
|f |{pc`1q
1
t
dt dµk
“ Cq logpc` 1q
ż
RN
|∇kf |p dµk.
Secondly, in order to estimate the second term appearing in (5.8) we first note that
|f ´ f˜ | “ |f ´ f˜ |1t|f |ďpc`1qtu ` |f ´ f˜ |1t|f |ěpc`1qtu
ď t` |f |1t|f |ěpc`1qtu,
and using this we haveż 8
0
µk
´
Pstp|f˜ ´ f |q ě 2t
¯
dptqq ď
ż 8
0
µk
´
Pstp|f |1t|f |ěpc`1qtuq ě t
¯
dptqq
ď
ż 8
0
ż
RN
|f |1t|f |ěpc`1qtu
t
dµk dptqq
“
ż
RN
|f |
ż |f |{pc`1q
0
qtq´2 dt dµk
“ q
q ´ 1
1
pc` 1qq´1
ż
RN
|f |q dµk.
Putting these back in (5.8), and also using (5.7) and (5.6), we finally haveż
RN
|f |q dµk ď Cq5q logpc` 1q
ż
RN
|∇kf |p dµk ` q
q ´ 1
5q
pc` 1qq´1
ż
RN
|f |q dµk.
Choosing c ě 4 large enough so that q5q
q´1 ă pc`1qq´1, we obtain (5.5) for a constant C ą 0.
Step 3. This is a technical step in which we remove the unnecessary assumption f P Lq
from the previous step. The proof also follows that of Step 2.
Let f P W 1,ppRN q and, as before, we can assume by homogeneity that ‖f‖
B
θ{pθ´1q
8,8
“ 1.
Fix also 0 ă ǫ ă 1 and define
Nǫpfq “
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě 5t
¯
dptqq.
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By the weak inequality (5.1) this is a finite quantity. Moreover, following the proof of Step
2, we can bound this as
Nǫpfq ď Cq logpc` 1q
ż
RN
|∇kf |p dµk `
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
1
t
ż
RN
|f |1t|f |ěpc`1qtu dµk dptqq.(5.9)
We now estimate the second term on the right hand side of this inequality. Changing the
order of integration using Fubini’s theorem, we haveż 1{ǫ
ǫ
1
t
ż
RN
|f |1t|f |ěpc`1qtu dµk dptqq
“ q
ż
RN
|f |
«
1
tǫď |f|
c`1ď1{ǫu
ż |f |{pc`1q
ǫ
tq´2 dt` 1
t |f|
c`1ą1{ǫu
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
tq´2 dt
ff
dµk
“ q
q ´ 1
ż
RN
„
1
tǫď |f|
c`1ď1{ǫu
ˆ |f |q
pc` 1qq´1 ´ ǫ
q´1|f |
˙
` 1
t |f|
c`1ą1{ǫu
ˆ |f |
ǫq´1
´ ǫq´1|f |
˙
dµk.
Using a similar method to the above, we also note thatż 1{ǫ
ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě pc` 1qt
¯
dptqq
“
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
ż
RN
1t|f |ěpc`1qtu dµk dptqq
“
ż
RN
«
1
tǫď |f|
c`1ď1{ǫu
ż |f |{pc`1q
ǫ
dptqq ` 1
t |f|
c`1ą1{ǫu
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
dptqq
ff
dµk
“
ż
RN
„
1
tǫď |f|
c`1ď1{ǫu
ˆ |f |q
pc` 1qq ´ ǫ
q
˙
` 1
t |f|
c`1ą1{ǫu
ˆ
1
ǫq
´ ǫq
˙
dµk.
From these last two computations we can now deduce thatż 1{ǫ
ǫ
1
t
ż
RN
|f |1t|f |ěpc`1qtu dµk dptqq ď
qpc` 1q
q ´ 1
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě pc` 1qt
¯
dptqq
` q
q ´ 1
ż
RN
1
t |f|
c`1ą1{ǫu
ˆ |f |
ǫq´1
´ c` 1
ǫq
` pc` 1qǫq ´ |f |ǫq´1
˙
dµk.
We note also thatż 8
1{ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě pc` 1qt
¯
dt “
ż 8
1{ǫ
ż
RN
1t|f |ěpc`1qtu dµk dt
“
ż
RN
1
t |f|
c`1ą1{ǫu
ˆ |f |
c` 1 ´
1
ǫ
˙
dµk.
Finally, these give
(5.10)
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
1
t
ż
RN
|f |1t|f |ěpc`1qtu dµk dptqq ď
qpc` 1q
q ´ 1
ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě pc` 1qt
¯
dptqq
` q
q ´ 1
c` 1
ǫq´1
ż 8
1{ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě pc` 1qt
¯
dt.
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At this point we use the definition of the weak norm ‖¨‖q,w and a change of variables to
obtain ż 1{ǫ
ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě pc` 1qt
¯
dptqq ď
ˆ
5
c` 1
˙q
Nǫpfq ` qpc` 1qq log
c` 1
5
‖f‖
q
q,w ,
and also ż 8
1{ǫ
µk
´
|f | ě pc` 1qt
¯
dt ď ǫ
q´1
pc` 1qqpq ´ 1q ‖f‖
q
q,w .
Using these in (5.10) and then (5.9), we have that
Nǫpfq ď Cq logpc` 1q ‖∇kf‖pp `
q
q ´ 1
5q
pc` 1qq´1Nǫpfq
` q
q ´ 1
1
pc` 1qq´1
ˆ
q log
c` 1
5
` 1
q ´ 1
˙
‖f‖
q
q,w .
From Step 1 we know that ‖f‖q,w ă 8, and from our assumption we have ‖∇kf‖p ă 8.
Thus, by choosing c large enough (independent of ǫ), we have Nǫpfq ă 8. Therefore, taking
the limit ǫ Ñ 0, this implies that ‖f‖q ă 8. We have now reduced the problem to Step 2,
so the proof is complete. 
We can show that the inequality of Theorem 5.1 implies the classical Sobolev and
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities, but first we need the following ultracontractivity result.
Proposition 5.5. Let 1 ď p ď 8. Then, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for any
f P Lppµkq and for any t ą 0, we have
‖Ptf‖8 ď Ct´p2γ`Nq{2p ‖f‖p .
Proof. Firstly, if f P L1pµkq, then, using the bounds on the Dunkl heat kernel from (2.3),
we deduce that
|Ptfpxq| ď
ż
RN
1
p2tqγ`N{2Mk |fpyq|wkpyqdy “ Ct
´γ´N{2 ‖f‖1 ,
for a constant C ą 0 that does not depend on t. Thus the Proposition holds true for p “ 1.
On the other hand, if f P L8pµkq, then, using the fact that
ş
RN
htpx, yqwkpyqdy “ 1 for
any x P RN , we have
|Ptfpxq| ď ‖f‖8 ,
so the Proposition holds true in the case p “ 8.
The general case then follows by interpolation, using the Riesz-Thorin Theorem (see for
example Theorem 1.1.5 in [9]). 
Using this result we are now ready to present the classic Sobolev and Gagliardo-Nirenberg
inequalities.
Corollary 5.6 (Sobolev inequality). Let 1 ď p ă maxt2, N ` 2γu and define q “ ppN`2γq
N`2γ´p .
Then, for any f P C8c pRN q, we have the inequality
‖f‖q ď C ‖∇kf‖p ,
where C ą 0 is a constant.
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Proof. Let θ “ p
q
“ N`2γ´p
N`2γ . By Proposition 5.5 we have
‖Ptf‖8 ď Ct´p2γ`Nq{2q ‖f‖q ,
so, by the definition of the Besov norm, we deduce that
‖f‖
B
´p2γ`Nq{q
8,8
ď ‖f‖q .
We note that 2γ`N
q
“ ´N`2γ´p
p
“ ´ θ
θ´1 so Theorem 5.1 gives
‖f‖q ď C ‖∇kf‖θp ‖f‖1´θq ,
from which the Sobolev inequality follows immediately. 
Corollary 5.7 (Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality). Let 1 ď p ă q ă 8 such that also p ď 2,
and define r
qpN`2γq “ 1p ´ 1q . Then, for any f P C8c pRN q, we have the inequality
‖f‖q ď C ‖∇kf‖p{qp ‖f‖1´p{qr .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.1 as above since θ “ p
q
and θ
θ´1 “ ´N`2γr . 
6. Estimates of the best constant
In this section we provide estimates for the best constant in the Dunkl Sobolev inequality,
i.e., we study
CDS :“ sup
‖f‖q
‖∇kf‖2
,
where the supremum is considered over all non-zero functions in C1c pRN q. From Lemma 3.2
we see that
‖f‖q
‖∇kf‖2
ď ‖f‖q
‖∇f‖2
,
so we can obtain estimates by comparison to the optimal constant in the Sobolev inequality
in the weighted space L2pµkq but with usual gradient ∇. More precisely, consider the
inequality
‖f‖q ď CCS ‖∇kf‖2 ,
with optimal constant, i.e.,
CCS :“ sup
‖f‖q
‖∇f‖2
.
From the observation above we see straight away that
CDS ď CCS .
In what follows we will find the precise value of CCS by first proving an isoperimetric
inequality for the weighted measure on Weyl chambers, and then obtaining a rearrangement
inequality using a general result of Talenti [24] for weighted measures. This will provide
the upper estimate of CDS . For the lower estimate, we compute the supremum in the
definition of CDS but over all radial functions. We end the section with a conjecture, that
the supremum is actually achieved for a radial function.
The main result is the following:
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Theorem 6.1. With the same notation as above, we have
|G|´ 1N`2γCCS ď CDS ď CCS .
More precisely, we haveˆ
2
pN ` 2γqpN ` 2γ ´ 2q
˙1{2
¨
„
1
Mk
ΓpN ` 2γq
ΓppN ` 2γq{2q
 1
N`2γ
ď CDS ď
ˆ
2
pN ` 2γqpN ` 2γ ´ 2q
˙1{2
¨
„ |G|
Mk
ΓpN ` 2γq
ΓppN ` 2γq{2q
 1
N`2γ
.
6.1. Isoperimetric inequality. For a measurable set A Ă RN we define
ppAq :“
ż
BA
wkpxqdσpxq,
where σ is the surface measure on BA. The aim of this subsection is to prove the following
isoperimetric inequality.
Theorem 6.2 (Isoperimetric inequality). Let Ω Ă RN be a bounded Lipschitz domain.
Then we have the inequality
µkpΩq1´
1
N`2γ ď CppΩq,
for a constant C “ µkpBǫ1q
1´ 1
N`2γ
ppBǫ
1
q , where ǫ P E is such that RNǫ is a Weyl chamber, B1 “
t|x| ă 1u and Bǫ1 “ B1 X RNǫ .
Proof. First assume that Ω is contained in a Weyl chamber RNǫ for some ǫ P E. Moreover,
since Ω is a Lipschitz domain, it can be approximated by smooth domains that also ap-
proximate the perimeter and area (see, for example, [10]), so we can assume further that
Ω Ă RNǫ . We start by considering the Neumann problem
(6.1)
#
w´1k ∇ ¨ pwk∇uq “ c in Ω
Bu
Bν “ 1 on BΩ,
where ν is outward normal to the boundary of Ω, and c is a constant. If the equation has a
solution u P H1pΩq, then, by the divergence theorem, we must haveż
Ω
∇ ¨ pwk∇uqdx “
ż
BΩ
wk
Bu
Bν dσpxq,
so c “ ppΩq
µkpΩq
. Conversely, if c “ ppΩq
µkpΩq
, then the general theory of elliptic equations tells us
that the problem has a unique solution u P H1pΩq (up to a constant). Moreover, by the
assumption on Ω at the beginning of the proof, the operator
(6.2) w´1k ∇ ¨ pwk∇uq “ ∆u`
ÿ
αPR`
2kα
xα, xyxα,∇uy
is uniformly elliptic on Ω. Thus, by the regularity theory, the solution u is smooth.
Consider the set
Γu :“ tx P Ω : upyq ´ upxq ě ∇upxq ¨ py ´ xq for all y P Ωu.
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Geometrically, this is the set of all points x for which the graph of u lies entirely above the
tangent hyperplane at x. Consider also the set
Γǫu :“ tx P Γu : sgn pxα,∇upxqyq “ ǫpαq for all α P R`u .
We will show that Bǫ1 Ă ∇upΓǫuq. Indeed, take ζ P Bǫ1, and consider the point x P Ω for
which
min
yPΩ
pupyq ´ ζ ¨ yq “ upxq ´ ζ ¨ x.
If x P BΩ, then
Bupxq
Bν “ limhÓ0
upx´ hνq ´ upxq
´h ď ζ ¨ ν ď |ζ| ă 1,
which contradicts the boundary condition. So x P Ω and so, by definition, x P Γu. Also,
being a minimum of the function upyq ´ ζ ¨ y, by taking gradient we have
∇upxq “ ζ.
Since ζ P Bǫ1, this shows that x P Γǫu, and consequently Bǫ1 Ă ∇upΓǫuq.
This implies that
µkpBǫ1q ď
ż
∇upΓǫuq
wkpxqdx.
Using the change of variables y “ p∇uq´1pxq (notice that by definition ∇u is injective on
Γu), we have ż
∇upΓǫuq
wkpxqdx “
ż
Γǫu
wkp∇upyqq|detpHpuqpyq| dy.
Here Hpuq is the Hessian matrix of u, i.e.,
Hpuq “
ˆ B2u
BxiBxj
˙
1ďi,jďN
.
Denote by λ1pyq, . . . , λN pxq the eigenvalues of Hpuqpyq. Then the Jacobian factor can also
be written as
|detpHpuqpyqq| “ λ1pyq ¨ ¨ ¨λN pyq.
Before moving to the next step, we note that the Hessian matrix is positive-semidefinite
on Γu. Indeed, assume that for some x P Γu there exists a vector v P RN such that
vT ¨Hpuqpxq ¨ v ă 0.
By continuity of Hpuq, there exists r ą 0 such that the same holds over a small ball
B2rpxq Ă Ω, i.e.,
(6.3) vT ¨Hpuqpyq ¨ v ă 0 for all y P B2rpxq.
By the mean value theorem, there exists θ P p0, 1q such that
upx` rvq ´ upxq “ r∇upxq ¨ v ` r2vT ¨Hpuqpx` θrvq ¨ v.
By (6.3) we have
upx` rvq ´ upxq ă r∇upxq ¨ v,
contradicting the fact that x P Γu. Therefore Hpuqpxq is positive-semidefinite and so
λ1pxq, . . . , λN pxq ě 0.
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Applying the weighted mean value inequality in the above, we have
µkpBǫ1q ď
ż
Γǫu
wkp∇upyqq|detpHpuqpyq| dy
“
ż
Γǫu
ź
αPR`
ˆxα,∇upyqy
xα, xy
˙2kα
¨ λ1pyq ¨ ¨ ¨λN pyqwkpyqdy
ď
ż
Γǫu
1
pN ` 2γqN`2γ
»
– ÿ
αPR`
2kα
xα,∇upyqy
xα, xy ` λ1pyq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λN pyq
fi
fl
N`2γ
dµkpyq.
We note that
λ1pyq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λN pyq “ TrpHpuqpyqq “ ∆upyq,
so using (6.2) we have obtained
(6.4)
µkpBǫ1q ď
ż
Γǫu
1
pN ` 2γqN`2γ
“
wkpyq´1∇ ¨ pwk∇uqpyq
‰N`2γ
dµkpyq
ď
˜
1
N ` 2γ ¨
ppΩq
µkpΩq1´ 1N`2γ
¸N`2γ
.
To conclude the proof, we note that the function upxq “ 1
2
|x|2 solves the Neumann
problem (6.1) in Bǫ1 with constant c “ N ` 2γ. Due to our observation that the Neumann
problem has a solution if and only if c “ ppΩq
wkpΩq
, we have that
(6.5)
ppBǫ1q
µkpBǫ1q
“ N ` 2γ.
Thus, (6.4) implies that
ppBǫ1q
µkpBǫ1q1´
1
N`2γ
ď ppΩq
µkpΩq1´
1
N`2γ
,
which is what we wanted to prove.
Before we consider the case of general domain Ω, we make some observations about the
constant that appears in this inequality. The reflection group associated to the root system
R acts transitively on the set of Weyl chambers, i.e., for any H,H 1 Weyl chambers, there
exists g P G such that gH “ H 1. With a change of variables gx “ y, this shows that
ppH XB1q “ ppH 1 XB1q.
This, together with equation (6.5), shows that the constant
ppH XB1q
µkpH XB1q1´
1
N`2γ
does not depend on the choice of the Weyl chamber H .
For general Ω, let ΩH “ Ω X H for each Weyl chamber H . The subscript H in the
sums below will mean that the sum is taken over all Weyl chambers H . Since the sets ΩH
intersect only along the boundary, and Ω “
ď
H
ΩH , it is clear that
µkpΩq “
ÿ
H
µkpΩHq.
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Moreover, because wkpxq “ 0 for any x P BΩHzBΩ, then we also have
ppΩq “
ÿ
H
ppΩHq.
Consequently, we have
(6.6)
ppΩq
µkpΩq1´ 1N`2γ
ě min
H
ppΩHq
µkpΩHq1´ 1N`2γ
.
Indeed, if this were not true, then for any Weyl chamber H 1 for which ppΩH1q ‰ 0 and
µkpΩH1q ‰ 0, we haveÿ
H
ppΩHq
ppΩH1 q ă
¨
˚˝˚
ÿ
H
µkpΩHq
µkpΩH1q
˛
‹‹‚
1´ 1
N`2γ
ď
ÿ
H
µkpΩHq
µkpΩH1q .
By taking the power ´1 and summing over all the Weyl chambersH 1, we obtain a contradic-
tion. Therefore, it is enough to prove the inequality for ΩH where H realises the minimum
of the expression in (6.6), which was done in the first part of the proof. 
In the next step we will obtain a rearrangement inequality as a consequence of the isoperi-
metric inequality discussed above. Before this, we need to introduce some defintions.
Fix a Weyl chamber RNǫ . For any measurable subset Ω Ă RNǫ , we define its rearrangement
to be the set
Ω˚ “ Brp0q X RNǫ ,
where Brp0q is the ball of radius r centred at the origin, and r ě 0 is such that
µkpΩ˚q “ µkpΩq.
For any measurable function f : RNǫ Ñ C, we define its symmetric decreasing rearrange-
ment f˚ : RNǫ Ñ r0,8q by
f˚pxq “
ż 8
0
1t|f |ątu˚pxqdt.
The function f˚ is radial and decreasing, and it satisfies the property
µkptx P RNǫ : |fpxq| ą tuq “ µkptx P RNǫ : f˚pxq ą tuq,
for every t ą 0. As a consequence, we haveż
RNǫ
|f |p dµk “
ż
RNǫ
|f˚|p dµk,
for any p ě 1.
The main result of Talenti [24] then implies the following rearrangement inequality.
Proposition 6.3. Let 1 ď p ă 8, and let H “ RNǫ be a Weyl chamber. For any f P
W 1,ppHq, we have the inequalityż
RNǫ
|∇f˚|p dµk ď
ż
RNǫ
|∇f |p dµk.
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Indeed, the result in [24] proves a general rearrangement inequality on a subset of the
Euclidean space with a weighted measure, as long as an isoperimetric inequality holds. More-
over, when equality in the isoperimetric inequality is given by balls, then the rearrangement
function is radial.
Another consequence of Theorem 6.2 is the Sobolev inequality for the usual gradient ∇
on the space weighted space L2pµkq. It is a classical fact the sharp isoperimetric inequality
is equivalent to the sharp Sobolev inequality for ∇f P L1. The proof of this equivalence
is done through the co-area formula, see [17] for details. The general case, with ∇f P Lp,
follows by taking |f |a, for a suitable a, in the L1 result.
Proposition 6.4. Let RNǫ be a Weyl chamber. Let 1 ď p ă N `2γ and q “ ppN`2γqN`2γ´p . Then
there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for any f P C1c pRNǫ q we have
(6.7)
˜ż
RNǫ
|f |q dµk
¸1{q
ď C
˜ż
RNǫ
|∇f |p dµk
¸1{p
.
6.2. Sharp constants. Before we prove the main result, we need some information about
the best constants that appear in the Sobolev inequality from Proposition 6.4, so we first
compute
CW :“ sup
´ş
RNǫ
|f |q dµk
¯1{q
´ş
RNǫ
|∇f |p dµk
¯1{p .
The choice of Weyl chamber RNǫ in this definition does not matter because we can obtain any
Weyl chamber from another one through an element g of the reflection group G. Firstly,
it is clear that it is enough to consider only non-negative functions f because replacing
f by |f | leaves the quotient in the definition of CW invariant. By Proposition 6.3, sinceş
RNǫ
f q dµk “
ş
RNǫ
pf˚qq dµk, we have´ş
RNǫ
|f |q dµk
¯1{q
´ş
RNǫ
|∇f |p dµk
¯1{p ď
´ş
RNǫ
|f˚|q dµk
¯1{q
´ş
RNǫ
|∇f˚|p dµk
¯1{p .
But for f radial, say fpxq “ gp|x|q, where g : R` Ñ R`, we have
∇fpxq “ x|x|g
1p|x|q,
so, using polar coordinates, we can compute
(6.8)
´ş
RNǫ
|f |q dµk
¯1{q
´ş
RNǫ
|∇f |p dµk
¯1{p “ ppBǫ1q 1q´ 1p
`ş8
0
gprqqrN`2γ´1 dr˘1{q`ş8
0
|g1prq|prN`2γ´1 dr˘1{p .
We have thus reduced the problem to maximising the functional
(6.9) Jpgq “
ˆż 8
0
gprqqrN`2γ´1 dr
˙1{q
ˆż 8
0
|g1prq|prN`2γ´1 dr
˙1{p .
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But this problem was studied by Talenti in [23], where he obtained that
(6.10) Jpgq ď pN ` 2γq´1{p
ˆ
p´ 1
N ` 2γ ´ p
˙1{p1 „
1
p1
B
ˆ
N ` 2γ
p
,
N ` 2γ
p1
˙´ 1
N`2γ
,
where B is the beta function and p1 is the conjugate of p, i.e., 1
p
` 1
p1
“ 1. Equality is
achieved for functions of the form
(6.11) ϕprq “ pa` brp1q1´N`2γp ,
where a, b ą 0.
By considering polar coordinates in the definition of the Macdonald-Mehta constant Mk,
it can be seen that
ppB1q “ Mk
2
N`2γ
2
´1Γ
´
N`2γ
2
¯ .
Moreover, by a change of variables we can see that ppBǫ1q does not depend on the Weyl
chamber, and since the number of Weyl chambers is equal to the order of the reflection
group G, it follows that
ppBǫ1q “
1
|G|ppB1q.
Therefore, combining (6.8) and (6.10), we obtain the value of the best constant in the
Sobolev inequality (6.7); this is summarised in the following result.
Proposition 6.5. Let RNǫ be a Weyl chamber. Let 1 ă p ă N ` 2γ, and q “ ppN`2γqN`2γ´p .
Then the best constant in the Sobolev inequality (6.7) is given by
CW “ pN ` 2γq´1{p
ˆ
p´ 1
N ` 2γ ´ p
˙1{p1
¨
«
2
N`2γ
2
´1p1|G|
Mk
ΓpN ` 2γqΓppN ` 2γq{2q
ΓppN ` 2γq{pqΓppN ` 2γq{p1q
ff 1
N`2γ
.
Remark. This generalises the results of [6] where the authors consider the weighted Sobolev
inequality with monomial weight |x1|A1 ¨ . . . ¨ |xl|Al ; this corresponds to the Dunkl weight
with root system R “ te1, . . . , elu, where 1 ď l ď N and e1, . . . , eN is the standard basis of
RN .
We now turn to the Sobolev inequality on the whole space RN , which follows from the
above.
Proposition 6.6. Let 1 ă p ă N ` 2γ and g “ ppN`2γq
N`2γ´p . Then there exists a constant
CCS ą 0 such that for any f P C8c pRN q, we have the inequality
(6.12) ‖f‖q ď CCS ‖∇f‖p .
Moreover, the sharp constant CCS satisfies
CCS “ CW ,
with equality if and only if f is supported on the closure of a Weyl chamber, where it takes
the form (6.11).
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Proof. Fix f P C8c pRN q and for any Weyl chamber H let f
ˇˇ
H
denote the restriction of f to
H . From the Sobolev inequality applied on each Weyl chamber, we have
‖f‖q “
˜ÿ
H
∥
∥f
ˇˇ
H
∥
∥
q
q
¸1{q
ď CW
˜ÿ
H
∥
∥∇f
ˇˇ
H
∥
∥
q
p
¸1{q
.
Now we apply the inequality ‖y‖lq ď ‖y‖lp which holds on finite dimensional spaces since
p ď q, with equality if and only if y “ p0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0q. It follows that
‖f‖q ď CW
˜ÿ
H
∥
∥∇f
ˇˇ
H
∥
∥
p
p
¸1{p
“ CW ‖∇f‖p .
This proves that the Sobolev inequality (6.12) holds, and also that CCS ď CW . Moreover,
following the proof backwards we see that equality does hold if and only if f is supported
on H for some Weyl chamber H , and we have equality in the corresponding Weyl chamber
inequality, i.e.,
fpxq “ pa` b|x|p1q1´N`2γp @x P H,
for some a, b ą 0. 
Remark. In view of Lemma 3.2, this result for p “ 2 provides yet another proof of Theorem
4.2.
We now specialise to the case p “ 2. This limitation comes from the fact that we rely
on the Dirichlet form method and Lemma 3.2. It remains an open question to prove the
inequality
‖∇f‖p ď ‖∇kf‖p
for p ‰ 2. If this holds, then the estimates below generalise immediately.
We are now ready to prove the main result.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The upper bound follows immediately from the above, using Lemma
3.2. Indeed, we have
‖f‖q
‖∇kf‖2
ď ‖f‖q
‖∇f‖2
,
and taking supremum on both sides we obtain CDS ď SSC . In the case p “ 2 the value of
CW simplifies and we have indeed
CCS “ CW “
ˆ
2
pN ` 2γqpN ` 2γ ´ 2q
˙1{2
¨
„ |G|
Mk
ΓpN ` 2γq
ΓppN ` 2γq{2q
 1
N`2γ
.
For the lower bound, we note that
sup
f radial
‖f‖q
‖∇kf‖2
ď CDS .
The left hand side can be computed as above, making use of the functional (6.9) and Talenti’s
result. We obtain
sup
f radial
‖f‖q
‖∇kf‖2
“
ˆ
2
pN ` 2γqpN ` 2γ ´ 2q
˙1{2
¨
„
1
Mk
ΓpN ` 2γq
ΓppN ` 2γq{2q
 1
N`2γ
.
This completes the proof. 
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